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About This Software

Pixel-Me is probably the most sophisticated pixelart character-generation tool for an almost unlimited number of portraits.
Create outstanding pixelart-avatars for your Steam account and social media profiles; create striking images of your friends and

family or use it to depict your team or for ingame-artwork.
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Create hundreds of original characters using a vast array of over 700 elements

During the last six years, I handcrafted hundreds of custom pixelart portraits, storing all the different parts created for these
images. With a total now of over 700 elements like noses, beards, eyes and the likes this tool will allow you to create billions of

diferent images of virtually any person.
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Just a few of the countless faces you can create with Pixel-Me

Random functions for the individual parts of the overall image will help you generate a wide range of different characters and
most layers can be activated or hidden, corresponding to your needs.

You can move elements up and down, shuffle or deactive them

Pixel-Me currently comes with:

freely colourable skin

7 colourable Backgrounds

4 Foreheads

6 Necks

48 Chins

15 pairs of Ears

66 pairs of colourable Eyes
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37 Noses

117 colourable Lips

186 colourable Hairstyles

50 pairs of colorizable Eyebrows

83 colourable Beards

11 set of colourable Clothes

27 Decorative elements (usable twice)

39 pairs of Glasses

The results are yours to use in any way, both personal and commercial. Files are saved as PNGs and editable Pixel-Me files.

Trailer-Music: Creative Minds - Bensound
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Title: Pixel-Me
Genre: Design & Illustration, Photo Editing, Utilities
Developer:
bumblebee
Publisher:
bumblebee
Release Date: 1 Jun, 2018
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Very therapeutic, calming, yet challenging puzzle game. Some good quality♥♥♥♥♥♥right here.. Gumboy Tournament is a
inexpensive game to seep your time into for a few minutes each day or if you've nothing else to do/play. In this game, you are a
racing gumball(I know, right?) and you go through many levels and different kinds of races(which are basically just the same
9-10 levels repeated over and over again, slowly becoming more challenging) to earn trophies. Basically, you use your mouse to
move and fire your gumball in different directions. The AI is pathetic, so most all of the races are easy, and you'll beat each in
roughly 1-3, depending on how far you are. The graphics are livable, but they're not that great and make the game look flat. The
game does have multiplayer, although I have not personally tried it out since no one has made a server in a good few years, but I
imagine that it would have the same gameplay as the singleplayer.

In short, this is a relatively fun, casual game to spend your free time on when you've only got a minute or so and you've run out
of dragons to kill. The multiplayer however has been dead for several years now though, so only play for singleplayer or with
friends. $3 is too expensive for this game, seeing as of how you can easily buy this game on sale for $.29.

Rating: 6/10: the game is fun for the price I paid, but is mostly uninspired.. It was worth what I paid. Not much more to say
other than that.. Well , if i could use it it would be good , but i can't use it.. Best experience in csgo! :D:. This game is pretty
cookie cutter, all in all. Takes about 3 hours to beat on normal difficulty. Buy it on sale, if at all.

Here's what you get (based on my playthough) -- 9 levels, only a few types of enemies, repetitive but passable music, no story.
Shoot lots of zombies, pick up health, move on. Spend money to buy new guns and upgrade existing ones with better stats. Gear
progression is pretty lackluster, your new guns completely obsolete the old ones because ammo is plentiful.

Some 'RPG' elements in that you upgrade stats after each level based on killing enough zombies, but its just Health / Ammo
Capacity / Speed / Accuracy (yes, shots stray).

This is really the kind of game you'd have played back in the day when PC gaming was new, for for a $1.25 throwback its not
bad, just nothing amazing. The devs seem to have a made a lot of games like this one which are basically (as I said) cookie
cutter of each other, just with a little different dough each time.
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I played the game a bit during the early early early days, and it was certainly one I was truly looking forward to.

Firstly? The graphics are pretty, the gameplay fast and smooth, and the music?
The soundtrack -is- this game, it's energetic, fastpaced and totally awesome (to my ears)

Still? I honestly don't enjoy playing the game, I found the difficulty not at all to my liking....perhaps I've gotten to old to these
sidescrolling shoot'em'ups (just past 30!) , I got fed up after playing the first two levels.
Though I personally don't enjoy the game all that much (totally downloaded the soundtdrack however), I can definatly
recommend it to fans of the genre.. For cards.... But how do you even close this game without the use of alt + F4?. This game I
remember playing when I was like 11 back when Novalogic was still around and this game was so awesome. I wish it was a bit
more expanded but for its time it was amazing. Plus BRUCE F'N CAMPBELL!!!. Great story, great scenery and always love
me a chunky pixellated detective game. Hope there's more to come!!. 6.5/10 worth a play. Sadly not up to par with the original
trilogy.. This game is so good. It's a lovely mahjong game.

Big negative things: it hates Alt+TAB. If I press, it goes down to taskbar and never come back windowed mode. Also not
support borderless mode, it ruins the game.. This is a really fun tower defense game. It's not the hardest ever but you'll prolly
end up repeating some levels especially if you pick the wrong towers or just to get extra starts. My kids had a lot of fun
watching me play it.. So funny a little game! Good atmosphere! Good craft system! Good phyiscal! And cheap!
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